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1) Solve for 15x + 10 = 5(2x + 7)

2) Simplify for 11/7 + 3x = 2

3) John has four time five dollar notes, as much as he
has one dollar notes. John has a total amount of
$63. The total number of $5 notes is _______.

4) The sum of three consecutive multiples of 7 are 126.

Find the smallest of the three multiples.

5) Solve for x. X/2 + 5/4 = 17/8 - 3x

6) Three-fourth of a number exceeds its one-third by 60.

The number is:

(a) 108 (b) 144 (c) 184

(d) 288 (e) 100
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7) A number when divided by 5 is reduced by 28.  The 

number is: 

 (a) 18     (b) 25     (c) 28     (d) 35            

 

8) By how much is one third of 87 greater than one fifth 

of 90? 

 (a)8   (b)  9    (c) 10     (d) 11    

     

9) The sum of a two digit number and the number formed by 

interchanging its digits is 111. The sum of the digits 

of the two digit number is 11.  

 (a)  92    (b)  83    (c)  56    (d)  74 

 

10) A fifth of Sam's marks in Economics is lesser 

than one third of his marks in French by 50.  If he 

got 300 marks in the two subjects together, how many 

marks did he get in Economics? 

  (a) 140         (b) 160       (c) 180        (d) 200 
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1) 6 

2) 1/7 

3) 12 

4) 35 

5) 1/4 

6) 144 

7) d) 

8) d) 

9) c) 

10) c) 
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1. Linear expressions graphically 
can be represented as a line.  

2. A problem situation with unknown 
values is often represented as a 
linear expression. 

3. Linear expressions use variables 
x and y and are first degree 
expression. 
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